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Wouldn't it be nice to always have exactly the right kind of map, whatever your needs may be? You

will, with the uniquely versatile DeLorme Atlas & Gazetteer Series. These topographic atlases cover

individual states with the most comprehensive detail available, including back roads, backwater

lakes and streams, boat ramps, forests, wetlands, trailheads, campgrounds, public lands, prime

hunting and fishing spots, and countless landmarks and points of interest. You'll also find a wealth

of information on everything from family outings to wilderness adventures. The Atlas & Gazetteer is

ideal for outdoor recreation, business travel, home or office reference, and countless other

uses.Arizona Gazetteer categoriesÂ» CampgroundsÂ» Family OutingsÂ» FishingÂ» Grand

CanyonÂ» Hunting Â» Outdoor AdventuresÂ» Recreation Areas Â» Unique Natural FeaturesÂ»

Wildlife ViewingSuggested UsesÂ» In-vehicle for everyday referenceÂ» Exploring back roadsÂ»

Outdoor recreation preparation and navigationÂ» Business travelÂ» Planning vacations and leisure

activitiesÂ» Armchair journeys
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DeLorme has been directly responsible for many of the major technological advances made in the

mapping industry over the past 30 years.

I have purchased other Gazeteer's for other states. This one does not give the kind of information

as does those from other states. The off road routes are not in this gazette nor are the road



numbers. I was disappointed.

Absolutely essential for the "back roads" traveler. One of the first things I do when planing a road

trip to an unfamiliar area is purchase the map of the state. I like & use GPS but there are times

when it doesn't work AND it has been known to "lie". In addition, GPS does not allow one to see the

"big picture" like a map does.

We purchased a replacement for a 20 year old version. There is a lot of info in these books so you

can use as much or as little as you like. They are an oversized book so bear that in mind. Any

smaller would be too difficult to read. The grid system mostly works, unless you are trying to bridge

back to back pages, but you can't have everything. Includes: state info, contact for pertinent

agencies, index of place names for larger cities, and specific info on the Grand Canyon at the front.

Common/popular locations are cross referenced with info for fishing, hunting, recreation areas

(camping, hiking, swimming, etc), and wildlife viewing. Street/road names do not go down to

unpaved roads like forest or park service numbers. Topographic mapping and boundaries for states,

counties, parks, forests, wilderness and BLM lands.

This is my second Arizona map, my last one was 8 years old . This one was printed in 2015.These

are great atlases packed with useful information. I have several states and each one is a very

valuable assert to our trip planing.

The DeLorme Arizona Atlas and Gazetteer is an excellent resource for trip planning. Arizona is a

deceptively big state with lots of wide open spaces and some specially rugged terrain, including the

Grand Canyon. This atlas should allow the average traveler to navigate pretty much anywhere on

the road network, and to gain some appreciation for the terrain along the way. The scale of the map

is 1:260,000, which is reasonably useful for the size of the state. Major roads are identified, and

many minor roads are at least visible on the map. The multicolored presentation enhances the

terrain relief. The map sheets are marked with latitude and longitude for GPS grids.In addition to a

locational gazatteer, this Delorme Atlas provides general information on recreational opportunities.

The listings include federal and state parks, game management areas for hunting, and locations

suitable for fishing. There is a handy listing of campgrounds and one map devoted to the Grand

Canyon, a major visitor attraction. The map scale is not suitable for off-road navigation. Those

travelers planning to do off-road route finding are advised to consult more detailed products.The



DeLorme Arizona Atlas and Gazetteer is very highly recommended for planning and navigating,

whether for business or pleasure, around Arizona.

These are great for planning routes. This has enough detail, that you can see all the twists and turns

on mountain roads. I wish I would have had this before we took HW191 up through AZ. I bought one

for my brother also. And will be getting another for my son when he moves to Davis Montham AFB

this summer.

My wife and I have used these for years. I just wish they had them for other countries too. We've

used the Michelin books and others, but they aren't as good because the scale is better. They are

large books, but flat (18X12 inches). They wind up in my duffel bag as they can bend. I bought this

one for a friend of mine coming to visit so he and his family could plan their vacation. It lists historic

sites, natural scenes, camping places, etc. The maps show lighthouses which is really good as I

photograph them and more importantly how to get there. They can be used with GPS though I am of

the old school and have never found a real need for a GPS device. These map books and the

human brain are adequate so far.

This issue does not have San Tan Valley shown in it. My US road atlas shows it. FIx it, Delorme. A

better job of keeping up with changes should have been done.
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